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the impact you have had on the students, faculty, research, and
campus of Illinois Institute of Technology.
This year, we reflect on the many generations of IIT alumni
and friends. While each group has changed the campus in its
own way, what remains constant is the tradition our donors keep of sharing their talent
and resources with the generations who come after them. Since the very first donations were given to found the university, our donors have always taken great care to
make meaningful investments in the institution they value. We are proud to showcase
the impact of Generations of Giving at IIT throughout the pages of this magazine.
Whether you are an alumnus who attended classes here or a friend who has volunteered your time and resources, you are one of thousands who has contributed to a
century of growth and change at IIT. Even in the past year, when our nation experienced
the worst economic downfall in decades, our donors remained steadfast. I am proud to
report that giving levels in the 2008–09 fiscal year exceeded levels in the previous year.
Your consistent dedication has made a profound impact on the university, resulting in
$120 million in philanthropy in the last five years.
I invite you to read our Obligations of Stewardship statement on page 44 of this
publication detailing our commitment to you, the donor. As we continue to earn your
trust and support, we want you to know how important you are to us.
.

Betsy Hughes
Vice President
Institutional Advancement
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Thank you for your generosity! This publication celebrates

Illin ois Institute of Techn olo gy

Dear Friends,

Written with University
Archivist, Catherine Bruck

Two Dedicated Donors Leave a Legacy of Philanthropy at IIT

T

here is no period in Illinois Institute of Technology’s
history that is untouched by philanthropy. Throughout the
generations, alumni and friends have made possible the
university’s internationally recognized education and research.

After surviving the Great Depression,
Lewis and Armour institutes merged in
1940 to become IIT. By this point, two
generations of Lewis and Armour alumni
were in the midst, or at the end of their
years of working, rearing families, serving
their professions, and performing civic

Dollars”—but the response to the rever-

entrepreneur with a retail business and

activities. Several of these alumni began

two very sizable gifts—one to found

end’s sermon that day was extraordinary.

a sizeable fortune from railroad invest-

making generous contributions to their

Armour Institute and one to found Lewis

Philip Danforth Armour, Chicago meat-

ments and post-Chicago Fire real estate

“adopted” alma mater, IIT. Meanwhile,

Institute—the two colleges that merged

packer and business tycoon, was

ventures. At his death in 1877, Lewis

various members of the Armour family

in 1940 to create IIT. Many have heard the

so inspired by the sermon that he pledged

left his $535,000 estate in the hands of

had been contributing additional sums of

story of what has become known as the

to give $1 million (the equivalent of $24

self-appointed trustees with instruction to

money to Philip Armour’s original million

Million Dollar Sermon, when the Reverend

million today) to make Gunsaulus’ vision a

wait until the estate reached $800,000 and

dollars, and Armour’s descendents are still

Frank Gunsaulus delivered a message from

reality. Armour Institute opened in 1893, of-

then use the money to found a school for

giving today.

his South Side pulpit in 1890. During that

fering professional courses in engineering,

both men and women that would “enable

Like Armour and Lewis and the early

time, higher education was often reserved

chemistry, architecture, and library science.

them to gain a livelihood.” For reasons not

graduates of Armour and Lewis Institutes,

for the elite, and Rev. Gunsaulus said that

At Philip Armour’s request, Rev. Gunsaulus

yet clear, the trustees delayed the opening

many generations of donors since have

with a million dollars, he would build a

served as the institute’s first president.

of the school until 1896—at which point

dedicated their philanthropy to IIT. In fact,

the Lewis fortune was worth $1.6 million

in just a century’s time, IIT has been fortu-

The legacy of philanthropy began with

school where students of all backgrounds
could prepare for meaningful roles in a

the benevolence of a single person who

(the equivalent of $41 million today). Lewis

nate to count 64 families who have made

changing industrial society.

wished to improve the lives of many others

Institute offered courses in engineering,

gifts of $1 million or more to the univer-

through education. Allen C. Lewis, an

sciences, technology, home economics, and

sity, according to Betsy Hughes,

1870s newcomer to Chicago, was an astute

other domestic arts.

IIT’s vice president for

It was a common sermon topic at the
Founding donors Allen C. Lewis [left]
and Philip Danforth Armour, Sr.

Lewis Institute also got its start due to

time—“What I Would Do If I Had a Million
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Frank Wakely Gunsaulus,
Armour Institute’s first president.

Institutional Advance-

namesake—

The Philip Danforth Armour Society recognizes philan-

Robert D.

thropic families who have given transformational gifts of

and Patricia

that a university of our

or more to the university. The 64 families in

$1 million or more in support of the university’s mission.

size can count this many families who have

the Armour Society are dedicated people

given—and continue to give—at such an

from all backgrounds and careers. Some

extraordinary level.”

members are IIT alumni,

ARMOUR

E. Kern, who

ment. “It is unusual

Like Armour and Lewis who started the

have given $1 million

and some are, much like Philip Danforth

tradition of giving transformational gifts,

Armour himself, simply passionate about

these families have advanced the universi-

the academic areas in which IIT excels

ty in monumental ways. “They represent a

and the impact they know IIT can have

diversity of passion and commitment with

on the world.

their gifts to IIT,” says Hughes. “Some have

“The Armour Society is our way to

Wendorf Endowed
Scholarship. The Wendorfs’ fund will provide
assistance to students entering

established the Kern

Andrews Family

Finkl Family

Perlstein Family

Anonymous

Footlik Family

Pew Family

Armour Family

Galvin Family

Piper Family

Baker Family

Goldstein Family

Pritzker Family

Becwar Family

Gorman Family

Requa Family

Berkson Family

Grainger Family

Rice Family

Berner Family

Hermann Family

Ross Family

Biegler Family

Kacz Family

Rowe Family

Cherry Family

Kaplan Family

Sawyier Family

Cho Family

Keating Family

Schmidt Family

Cooper Family

Kemper Family

Schult Family

Cornog Family

Kern Family

Self Family

Crown Family

Knapp Family

Simons Family

Family Foundation in 1998, be-

IIT through the Collens Scholar-

came Armour Society members

ship Program, an initiative that

with their gift to fund the Kern

offers talented but economically

Innovation and Entrepreneur-

challenged graduates of Chicago

In the 2008–09 year, the Armour Society welcomed three

ship Academy at IIT, a program

Public Schools a tuition-free

new families:

designed to assist undergraduate

education at IIT. In addition to

Dewey Family

Krass Family

Stuart Family

Louis and Dorothea Schult have been posthumously included

engineering students in bringing

contributing the Wendorfs’ gift of

Droste Family

Krehbiel Family

Tang Family

Society

been moved to support faculty by investing

recognize the philanthropic families

in the Armour Society for an estate gift. Louis

their ideas to market. Their gift

scholarship support, Bud serves

Duchossois Family

Lambert Family

Voytech Family

in research or endowed chairs; some have

who give transformational gifts of

A. Schult, who studied engineering at

supports the powerful partner-

on the IIT Board of Trustees.

Eldred Family

Lewis Family

Wack Family

literally built the campus by supporting

$1 million or more,” says Hughes, “but it

Filmer Family

Maha Family

Wanger Family

building projects; and others have created

also inspires all of us—alumni, friends,

passed away in December 2007, but

a cornerstone of many programs

Marovitz Family

Wendorf Family

endowments that will fund tuition for many

faculty, and staff—who support the

his generous spirit lives on at IIT. His

at IIT.

McCloska Family

Wieting Family

generations of future students.” To honor

university’s mission through volunteer-

estate has established four endowed

Bud Wendorf (ME ’71) and his

Mitchell Family

Wishnick Family

this legacy of philanthropy, IIT created the

ism and philanthropy.”

wife, Suzanne, and their family

Morgenstern Family Zink Family

became Armour Society mem-

Nathan Family

bers when they established the

Palmer Family

Armour Institute in the late 1930s,

scholarships and will enrich programs

Philip Danforth Armour Society in 2006 to

across campus.

recognize donors, who—like the society’s

ship of engineering and business,

Louis and Dorothea Schult

Bud and Suzanne Wendorf
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Robert D. and Patricia E. Kern

Robert Boydston
CHE ’49

Irv Burg
ME ’38

IIT’s Greatest Generation
Shows Loyalty and Dedication
to Society and Alma Mater

Frank Crossley
CHE ’45, M.S. MET ’47,
Ph.D. MET ’50

Cliff Doubeck
CHE ’49

I

t’s a title that many are too humble to use, but the
Greatest Generation alumni of IIT have always lived
up to the name. Whether in their careers, families,
communities, or service to society, those who
graduated from IIT during the tumultuous decade of the 1940s are exceptionally steadfast in their
commitment and generosity to the university.
Defined by Tom Brokaw in his 1998 book of the same name, the term refers to Americans
born in the 1920s who experienced the Great Depression during childhood and World War II
in their early adult years. Hardship was something they knew well.

At the time, a college education was still a rarity for many Americans. But for those who
managed to attend IIT during this era, college was not just a destination, but also a destiny.
Most had first-generation American parents who had not attended college and looked to their
children to succeed. And succeed they did, often juggling education with full-time work, military
service, and family.
After graduation, they went on to bring new energy and talent to their professions in the
post-war years, many playing a role in historic inventions or advances in American society. And
through it all, the Greatest Generation alumni of IIT have tended their alma mater with great
care, volunteering and contributing to help many generations of students who came after them.
We interviewed 10 of IIT’s Greatest Generation alumni to learn more about them.
Combined, their stories not only present a snapshot of American history, but also provide many
insights about the meaning of generosity.

Mark Finfer
ARCH ’49

Edmund Francone
ME ’40

What is your reaction to being
called “The Greatest Generation?”
Frank Crossley: I read Tom Brokaw’s book,
and I would agree that we are very diligent,
loyal, and hardworking, but this is mostly
due to the difficulty of our childhoods. Our
generation was forced to build character.
Henry Koci: Tom Brokaw was right. A lot of
us were born to immigrant families, so many
came here with a purpose and a vision. Our
parents and grandparents taught these
values to us.
Irv Burg: We were raised to be very
responsible, but Brokaw may have been a
little over-enthusiastic with that label.
Mark Finfer: In fairness to subsequent
generations, there was no ambiguity in 1941.
We had no choice but to work hard.

How did the circumstances of the
depression affect your family?
Koci: Having very little had a sobering yet
ambitious effect on people. There were six

Leonard Koch
ME ’43

children in my family. Living through the
depression made me realize and appreciate
how much I have now.
Harris Levee: Seeing your parents struggle
makes you self-reliant and ambitious. We
would do anything to make a career.
Edmund Francone: My mother raised
nine children without a washing machine. I
helped her grow vegetables in her garden,
including the best sweet corn you’d ever like
to eat.
Leonard Koch: People were starving,
but my mother could do an awful lot with
a dollar. She could make soup that lasted
three days. I have said for years that there is
nothing wrong with this country that a good
depression couldn’t cure.
Crossley: It is interesting that once we
got through the depression and the war,
our generation actually enjoyed one of the
most prosperous times in the country. My
daughter’s generation never experienced
such economic expansion.

Henry Koci
ME ’45

Harris Levee
ME ’49

How did the war affect your IIT
experience?
Robert Boydston: I am in the “G.I. Bill
Generation.” Many of my peers were older
when we graduated because we served in
the war first, and then attended college.
They weren’t expecting so many G.I.s to
take advantage of the bill, I think.
Cliff Doubeck: About 90 percent of the
students in my classes at IIT from 1946–
49 were ex-G.I.s. We were all
anxious to get through
school and make up for the
years that we were behind
because of the war. Many of
us had had the exciting experience of war overseas.
Finfer: I had a draft deferment
due to school, but I couldn’t stand
it and insisted on enlisting. My
brother and all my friends were in, and
I wanted to go, too.

Jean Michels Sharpe
CHEM ’42

Burg: I graduated
from IIT in 1938, so I
didn’t go to war until after
graduation. I didn’t want the deferral I had
been granted for working on a government
program, so I left my draft card at home the
day I went to enlist.
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IIT’s
Greatest

What was your military experience
like?
Crossley: When I joined, the United States
military was segregated—everywhere
except the engineer room of Navy ships,
where I worked. These rooms were 130
degrees and uncomfortable. Life at sea is
hard, so captains would accept crewmembers no matter what color
they were. I

participated in a program designed to
determine if whites would take orders from
black officers. The success of the experiment prompted President Truman to outlaw
segregation in the armed forces in 1948.
The military invited me to make the Navy my
career. I loved being at sea, but Navy travel
was lonely as a black man in those days.
Even if the ship was integrated, when I arrived in any U.S. city in port, the segregation
laws or de facto segregation practices were
still very present on land.
Burg: The military experience helped
our generation develop a group identity
and a bond.
Doubeck: World War II
allowed so many
of us to see the
world.
Finfer: I loved
every minute of
the experience.
Burg: I was in

Irv Burg
ME ’38

Frank Crossley
CHE ’45, M.S. MET ’47,
Ph.D. MET ’50

the Army Air Corps and developed a system
for photographing evidence of our nighttime
bombing strikes. I figured out that if we
tossed flash bombs out the window two to
three seconds after the bombs, we could
get good photos of the ground. I also figured
out how to make our warm Army-ration
beer nice and cold: take it on a test flight at
22,000 feet. Everybody thought Lieutenant
Burg was a genius!

How did you fund your education?
Jean Michels Sharpe: In my first year, I
was fortunate to win one of only two scholarships offered at Lewis Institute. [Editor’s
note: Lewis Institute merged with Armour
Institute in 1940 to become IIT.]
Crossley: I worked a factory job through
high school to save for college and opened
a postal savings account that paid 3 percent
interest—more than the banks pay now.
When the first minimum-wage law was
passed, in 1940, I got a raise—25 cents
per hour.

Cliff Doubeck
CHE ’49

Koci: IIT had a co-op program that allowed
you to work at a sponsoring company eight
weeks and then attend school eight weeks
to fund your education. It seemed like at
least half of us were part of the co-op
program. I don’t know what I would have
done without it.
Koch: I attended Armour Institute through
the co-op program, working at Liquid Carbonic. I worked in the machine shop, pushing
trucks, and every eight weeks was different.
Francone: I played piano and sang in the
piano bars of Chicago for $2 per night. I also
worked on campus through the National
Youth Administration program, which paid
students 35 cents per hour for campus jobs.
I swept classrooms and cleaned chemistry
labs. The $40 per month I made was almost
enough to cover tuition.

What was IIT campus life like?

Mark Finfer
ARCH ’49

Edmund Francone
ME ’40

Koch: I rode Chicago streetcars from home
to work and school. It took me five years to
get my degree that way, and I never missed
a single day of class. In the mechanical engineering program, you couldn’t afford to.
Francone: The engineering program was
very challenging.
Boydston: Even
though I had already
served as an airplane commander at
such a young
age during the

Leonard Koch
ME ’43

Henry Koci
ME ’45

war, in college I was immature and just
wanted to have fun. I did a lot of dancing
and dated a lot of girls my freshman year. I
almost got kicked out of school until I met
my wife and turned around. But I still say
that engineers should know how to dance!
Koci: I was president of my senior class
and played on the basketball team. The only
gym we had on campus was the fifth floor of
Main Building.
Koch: Main Building had a steam elevator.
It was a dangerous machine!
Koci: I attended class all day, had basketball practice in the afternoon, worked and
did my homework at the
old student union during the evening, and,
at 10 p.m., took the
old Douglas “El”
line back to Berwyn. I got up

Harris Levee
ME ’49

at 6 a.m. the next morning to start all over.
Sharpe: Since the U.S. was gearing up for
war, the government offered a free flying
course for 18 men and two women who
had completed college physics. I rode my
brother’s racing bike 20 miles to the airport
in Elmhurst, and 10 miles to my evening job
at the electric factory, and another eight
miles home after that. All this biking led to
my entering and winning the 1941 Women’s
National Championship Race in California.
Burg: I had a teacher at Armour Institute
who was willing to teach me on Saturdays
when baseball games conflicted with class.
Levee: I remember when that new building
by Mies van der Rohe was under construction. The structural steel was all exposed.
That building was really something. Unusual.
I wasn’t sure it was sensible though.

Finfer: Like many others, I lived at home
and took the streetcar to school.

Jean Michels Sharpe featured in the IIT
student newspaper in 1941

Jean Michels Sharpe
CHEM ’42

How was life after IIT, working in an
era when many American industries
were thriving?
Levee: In the service during the war, I was
assigned to work with Enrico Fermi and Leo
Szilard on the Manhattan Project. It was top
secret, and we weren’t told what we were
working on. I was helping with drafting.
One day, Szilard was telling me to draw a
line here and a circle there. I told him that I
could do a better job if he could tell me the
whole job. He pushed me aside and said, “Do
what I tell you!” He and Fermi were brilliant,
though. On August 6, 1945, they called us
into the auditorium and told us that what we
were working on had been successful. It was
the day we dropped the bomb on Hiroshima.
Koch: I worked for Argonne National Labs
in 1948 on the fast breeder reactor. It was a
cut in salary for me, but I didn’t give a damn.
I was excited about the potential of nuclear
energy. I met Szilard a couple of times, but
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Robert Boydston
CHE ’49

of IIT’s Greatest Generation and would like
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to share your memories of campus or let us know
of your career and service accomplishments,
we’d love to hear from you. Write to us and
answer the same questions we asked the alumni
in this story, and we will add your memories to
our archives.

Fermi was the guy who really lit my candle.
Practically my entire career was spent working on these reactors.
Levee: After the Manhattan Project, I left
to work in coal-fired electric-generating
stations overseas. I also worked on the
first nuclear submarine project on land for
General Electric and the first air transportable nuclear power plant.
Francone: I worked for General Motors and
Ford in Detroit and designed many engines
for heavy-duty trucks, which were still in
use until the ’90s. In the ’80s, when lowering emissions became a priority, I worked on
designing exhaust systems that would limit
engine pollution.

Koci: I worked for General Motors, designing Navy diesel engines and diesel locomotives, which revolutionized the railroad
industry. Diesel locomotives had 35 percent
efficiency versus steam, at 11 percent.
Boydston: My chemical engineering degree
provided an enjoyable career. I worked for
IBM when the technology was just developing to allow you to sample variables online.
Before, people had to register temperature
pressures manually. I got to work with some
of the early computers in the ’50s and ’60s,
including the IBM 1620.

Sharpe: After college, I wanted to help
with the war effort, so I began training as a
meteorologist, but soon enough there was
a surplus of meteorologists. So I joined the
Women’s Army Corps, where I received
physical therapy training, and I eventually
became an orthopedic surgeon.

How did IIT prepare you for
your career?
Burg: My professors at IIT taught me to
think.
Finfer: The architecture program provided
strong direction. Architecture can be pretty
whimsical at times, but at IIT, it was more
like a Buddhist monastery.
Francone: We were a very industrious generation, and IIT gave us the starting grounds
for high-tech industry. So many of us
participated in the auto or power industry.
We wanted to contribute to the welfare of
all and were determined to produce the best
technology in the world.

What are you proud of?
Finfer: I had seven brothers and sisters,
and I was the first to go to college. No one
in my community knew of architects in those
days. Dentists, lawyers, and podiatrists
were needed. But poor immigrants didn’t
need architects.
Koch: For my role in the development of
the EBR-1 nuclear reactor, which was the
first to generate electricity, I was awarded
the Global Energy Prize in 2004. It was the
highlight of my technical life. I am the last of
only three Americans to win it.
Levee: With the Manhattan Project, I felt
that we saved a million lives. I still think it
was the right thing to do.
Boydston: I won the prize for the Monsanto
Challenge in 1960 for control of chemical
reactors.
Crossley: I determined when I was very
young that I wanted to be an engineer. I
knew I would have to break through many
barriers, and I’m proud to say that I did.

How are you enjoying retirement?
Francone: I garden and sing for the “oldsters” in the local nursing home. In my spare
time, I am working on a way to produce
hydrogen for commercial energy use. The
world needs to focus on clean energy. I may
not come up with a solution at 92 years of
age, but I keep trying.
Levee: I am still working as a construction
estimator. I continue to work to keep my
mind going.
Crossley: I tutor children in math. I enjoy
helping them understand the difficult
concepts.
Doubeck: More recently, I have focused on
trying to better society by contributing to
a lot of charities and getting involved in a
number of organizations.
Sharpe: In my ’70s, after I retired, I volunteered with the International Medical Corps
in Somalia. I’d never been in the center of a
country where gun gangs ruled, but I figured
Somalia couldn’t be any worse than the Cali-

Send your story to:
Office of Alumni Relations
Institutional Advancement
10 W. 35th Street, Suite 1700
Chicago, IL 60616
ia@iit.edu

fornia freeways. I repaired gunshot wounds,
removed bullets, and amputated limbs.
Once, I repaired a gangman’s arm while his
buddy held a pistol on me. I ignored him and
finished the job.

You have all given consistent
donations and support to IIT over
the decades. What inspires you to
do so?
Doubeck: The sciences do a lot of good for
mankind, so I’m happy to contribute to IIT.
Koci: I have endowed a scholarship in
my brother’s and my name. My brother,
Erwin, also earned a mechanical engineering degree from IIT. I started it because I
recognized how hard it was for me to attend
college, and now I hope to make it a little
easier on current and future IIT students.
Francone: My contribution is small compared to others who have given so much,
like Galvin and Pritzker. But I know every

little bit counts toward making
IIT more prominent.
Boydston: IIT got me away
from being a blue-collar guy and
gave me the opportunity to do
interesting work. When Galvin and
Pritzker gave those big gifts, it was
contagious. It really impacted me,
and I increased my yearly gift.
Burg: Giving back is my job. It is my faith
and culture. Where better to do it than at
the school that taught me, a school that has
the ability to take any kind of person and
make them better?
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SHARE YOUR STORY: If you are a member

Alumni and trustees Ellen Jordan Reidy and Jim Gagnard
take in the vibrant student life at the IIT Bog.

Next

W

Come Back Home
Ellen Jordan Reidy (PSYC ’79, M.B.A. ’81)
When Trustee Ellen Jordan Reidy was an
undergraduate commuting to IIT, the campus
was not yet the vibrant scene it is today.
“Very few students then would have described the social experience as a highlight,”
says Jordan Reidy. Nonetheless, IIT still
provided the “perfect environment” for her,
setting a path for a lifetime of accomplishment and involvement. “I did not expect
professors at a technology school to take a
personal interest in me, but they did. It was
pivotal to my development as a student and
business person.”
After getting her undergraduate degree,
entrepreneurial aspirations motivated
her enrollment at IIT’s Stuart School of
Business, where even greater opportunities awaited. She held several internships,
worked for a dean, and eventually got a
job at the United States Department of

Labor with the help of her IIT professor,
renowned labor relations icon Marty Cohen.
IIT connections also helped her land a job
from another alumnus at a large coffee
roasting company, setting her on her course
to become the founder and president of
America’s Food Technologies, Inc.
When IIT Dean Emeritus M. Zia Hassan
invited Jordan Reidy to join the Board of
Overseers for Stuart, she was happy to
accept. “His invitation coincided perfectly
with a point in my life when I really began
to appreciate all of the many ways my
career had benefitted from IIT,” she recalls.
Jordan Reidy eventually joined the Alumni
Association board, where she served for
a period as president, before becoming a
member of the IIT Board of Trustees, serving on the Academic Affairs committee,
and the Board of Advisors for the IIT Jules
F. Knapp Entrepreneurship Center.
Each of these experiences deepened
her appreciation for her alma mater. “On
the Alumni Association board, I met many
incredible and highly credentialed IIT
graduates, and, without exception, they
were some of the most humble and inspirational people I have ever met,” Jordan
Reidy remembers fondly. “As my own
involvement in the university deepened, I
realized that countless other people had
experienced the same career boost through
IIT relationships and support.”
Jordan Reidy has continued that tradition by sponsoring several semester-long
student team projects through the Interprofessional Projects (IPRO) program and
creating job opportunities for IIT graduates
in her own business. “I’ve hired many IIT

grads because I can count on their core
competencies,” she says.
For the future, Jordan Reidy envisions a
thriving alumni presence on Main Campus:
“To all of those alumni from my generation,
I urge you to come to campus during an
IPRO Day to experience the excitement and
see the very best of an IIT education on
display. Come see what is going on. Come
see the transformation. Most importantly,
come back home.”

Engineer a Better IIT
James R. Gagnard (EE ’69)
In his days as an undergraduate at IIT, Jim
Gagnard recalls the typical students being a
little different than they are today. “People
tended to have a more narrow focus than
they do today,” he explains. “There wasn’t
the same sense of student cohesiveness as
there is now. Many of us had nearly full-time
jobs and were focused on getting good
grades to launch a career at
graduation,” he recalls.
In this workman-like
environment, Gagnard had the
foresight to realize that an
engineer should be strategic about engaging other talents. For him, those other
talents included marketing and business
skills. From systems engineer, he rapidly
moved into executive leadership positions
and has served as chief executive officer
for several industry-leading technology
companies. He is now president and CEO of
SmartSignal, a computer software firm that
uses predictive analytics for eliminating
equipment failure in power generation and
oil refining operations.

Gagnard has clearly turned his IITacquired problem-solving skills into a
distinguished career. Fortunately for the
university, he is bringing his insights from
inside the high-tech world back to campus
through his participation on the IIT Board of
Trustees, the Board of Overseers for Stuart
School of Business, and his work on new
initiatives for University Technology Park.
When Board of Trustees Vice Chair
Craig Duchossois asked Gagnard to
consider serving, Gagnard did not hesitate.
“IIT gave me an education. It is a good
engineering school, and my company hires
mechanical engineers. It made perfect
sense to get involved,” he explains.
As a member of the board’s Academic
Affairs committee, Gagnard has a lot to
offer. His advice for today’s highly involved
and active student is to think like an engineer: “Electrical engineers are trained to
be always learning and problem-solving,”

“Alumni should ask themselves what do I know
and what do I have to contribute?” – Jim Gagnard
Gagnard continues. “Students need to
figure out what is the best match for their
skills, try it, and learn it.”
The same applies to his wishes for his
fellow IIT alumni, who might be considering giving back to the university. “Being
involved at IIT has allowed me to make
new connections and expand my horizons.
Alumni should ask themselves what do I
know and what do I have to contribute?”
Gagnard concludes. “Find what fits you and
get involved.”
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The Next Generation of IIT Leaders
Keep the Alumni Spirit Alive

hen IIT alumni take on
leadership roles, they do
so with an entrepreneurial
and inventive spirit. Two IIT
alumni, Ellen Jordan Reidy (PSYC ’79,
M.B.A. ’81) and Jim Gagnard (EE ’69),
have brought their business experience
and leadership talents back to campus.
By giving back to their alma mater in
a number of capacities—everything
from serving as university trustees to
contributing funds to scholarships to
personally mentoring students—they
are enriching the educational experience of IIT students and keeping the
alumni spirit alive and well on campus.
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endowed
Chairs

Have a Seat:

IIT Leadership Sees Great Potential
in Endowed Chairs

My wife, Jeanne, and I have been fortunate enough to sponsor two endowed chairs at IIT: the John and Jeanne Rowe Endowed Chair
in the College of Architecture in support of Dean Donna Robertson, and the other, which will fund a professor in energy efficiency studies at IIT’s Wanger Institute for Sustainable Energy Research. We are proud to include our son, Bill, as a fellow
contributor to this chair.
We have chosen to endow chairs because a great university requires great teachers. At the simplest level, universities
are about students and teachers. They are places where students learn from professors who spend their professional lives
mastering different and difficult disciplines. Really good professors bring really good students; they attract research funds;
they bring eminence to a university; and they create the kind of alumni who contribute in their turn to a university. Endowed
chairs are a vital tool in attracting good professors.
At IIT, President Anderson’s strategic plan emphasizes strengthening Armour College of Engineering, continuing to
build the other colleges, and improving our fiscal picture. Speaking as the chair of the Board of Trustees, I am, of course,
concerned with achieving these goals, and I know that building a larger portfolio of endowed chairs will help us hit the
mark. I am proud I could give my personal support to this effort. But speaking as more than the chair of the board—speaking as an ardent supporter of this university—I am enthusiastic that investing in these faculty members will enrich the
experiences of generations of students.

—John Rowe 
Jeanne and John Rowe
Donors of the John and Jeanne Rowe Endowed Chair in the College
of Architecture and an upcoming endowed chair at IIT’s Wanger
Institute for Sustainable Energy Research

Chair of the IIT Board of Trustees
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, Exelon Corporation

John W. Rowe, standing next to Ludwig Mies van der Rohe’s Barcelona chair (center, bottom row) and other pieces from the modern design chair collection housed
at IIT’s Graham Resource Center. in S.R. Crown Hall. The collection showcases chairs from various designers over the last century. Many chairs were donated by IIT
alumni and faculty, and they are often used as part of the architecture program curriculum.
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IIT’s Medical Imaging Research Center,
housed in IIT’s University Technology Park, is
home to six faculty members and 35 students
and postdoctoral fellows. Medical imaging,
which includes MRI, CT scans, and ultrasound
technology, has been perhaps the greatest
contribution of engineering to the field of

An endowed chair is one of the greatest honors we have in academia. I am deeply grateful to
Carol and Ed Kaplan and honored to be invested with the Carol and Ed Kaplan Armour College Dean of Engineering Chair. Not only is it an honor to be recognized, but it is an honor to join

Vice Chair of the
IIT Board of Trustees

enthusiastic about raising our visibility, advancing our research, attracting the
best students and faculty, and equipping our research labs with the tools we

to develop breakthroughs in these

cherish.

technologies in hopes of improving the
quality and cost of health care.

cant improvement in health care. Research like this requires something that is both critical and scarce in academia: seed

Currently, numerous MIRC projects

funding. [See sidebar for more on IIT’s Medical Imaging Research Center.]

are sponsored by the National

This year, the research center that I lead was awarded more than $4 million in new research grants; however, these

need to realize our goals.

Institutes of Health, making MIRC

funds must be spent in specific ways to support specific research projects. Not a penny of it is flexible. When my research

My research in biomedical engineering is focused on using fundamental

relatively unique in its concentration

heads in a new direction or demands that I secure new infrastructure or forge fruitful partnerships with other institutions,

tools of engineering to better understand human disease, aid early diagnosis,
Natacha DePaola

diseases at the cellular and genetic level, and also help us regenerate what disease has ravaged. Ultimately, this endowed chair will bolster my research as I continue to explore major diseases, including atherosclerosis and osteoporosis,
aiming to better treatments to improve patient health and life quality.
Another very important goal to tackle as the Carol and Ed Kaplan Dean of Engineering: bringing more women into the sciences. IIT
opens doors for all students and inspires me to rise to the challenge of helping other women advance in this field. I want to motivate young
women to understand that they, too, can have successful careers in engineering.
It is an honor to be entrusted with this challenge.

Miles Wernick

of cutting-edge medical research at

funds allow for flexibility, they can be used to cover these kinds of costs. As such, the endowed chair funds serve as the spark to ignite new

a university focused on technology.

grant money can’t help. This is where the endowed chair comes in. Because the distributions from the endowed chair

initiatives and develop new ideas. These funds are the lifeblood of cutting-edge research. In short, they make innovation possible.

MIRC faculty are developing new imaging

The ripple effects of this funding benefit the entire university. After research yields promising results, a faculty member can often leverage

devices and software with applications to breast

the initial seed fund into major new programs that lead to millions of future research dollars for the university.

cancer, prostate cancer, Alzheimer’s disease

And perhaps most importantly, endowed chair funds bring students to the frontline of all this action. My students get to be a part of my
work and learn firsthand what a thriving research project looks like. They will take this experience with them when they go on to pursue their
own research and, no doubt, make tomorrow’s important discoveries.
Donors who give to endowed chairs define the spirit of learning at IIT—where research, discovery, and innovation are a part of the every-

—Natacha DePaola
Carol and Ed Kaplan
Donors of the Carol and Ed Kaplan Armour
College Dean of Engineering Chair

spring, my entire family—mother, wife, and kids—were able to share in the honor, a moment I will always remember and

I am applying the endowment funds toward developing a new form of medical imaging, which I hope will lead to a signifi-

to international stature. As dean of the Armour College of Engineering, I am

and develop novel and improved therapies. Engineering can help us understand

medicine. The mission of MIRC is

While it’s wonderful to be recognized for my achievements, the endowed chair also opens new doors for my research.

the leadership team at IIT, where we have renewed our commitment to elevating engineering

“Investing in one great teacher is actually
an investment in countless lives. An
endowed chair affects many generations
of students. ” – E d Kaplan (ME ’65)

When I learned I would be invested with an endowed chair, I was thrilled and honored. At the investiture ceremony last

Carol and Ed Kaplan Armour College Dean of Engineering Chair
Dean, Armour College of Engineering

day education. I am extremely grateful to Motorola.
Miles

Wernick

The Motorola Endowed Chair in Engineering
IIT Professor, Biomedical Engineering and Electrical and Computer Engineering
Director, Medical Imaging Research Center

and other brain disorders, heart disease, and
arthritis. MIRC recently received a grant to
work with the Chicago Police Department and
software maker Oracle to develop methods to
predict patterns of crime in the city of Chicago.
To learn more, visit MIRC’s website at
www.mirc.iit.edu.
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Endowed Chair Funding at Work

A View from the Chair:

was present to celebrate what he called
the “cathedral structure” of Main Campus.
“The library is a magnificent space that is
not just a place for books, but also a place
for people,” he said at the event. It’s also
a place that came into existence because
of people who saw the library as a key to
a scholarly community, and people who
sought to honor generations of loved ones
through outstanding contributions.
In 1983, Robert Galvin, then chair
of the IIT Board of Trustees, dedicated
Galvin Library to his father, the building’s
namesake. “There’s something about
a library that’s incredibly special,” said
Galvin, now a university regent, who was
present to show his support at the dedication ceremony. “Although my father was
not a scholar, he was a man of remarkable
intelligence, and I find it wonderful that
this institution is a perpetuator
of such in-

telligence. I don’t think my father ever
imagined that anyone would ever bestow
him with such a recognition.”
Gifts to libraries have become critical
in the last 15 years as the Internet has
transformed the way libraries work. For
example, 90 percent of Galvin Library’s
collections budget is spent on digital
material. But despite the digitizing of much
of the collection, students still want very
much to visit and study in the library space.
“We expect between 215,000 and 220,000
visitors to Galvin Library this academic

many ongoing changes at the library in
order to keep up with this growing demand
for its resources. One major change has
been the development of the group study
suite, located on the library’s first floor. A
quiet retreat for students seeking private
group-study areas, the suite is comprised
of several enclosed rooms, equipped with
technology, and perfect for group projects
and meetings.
“Every day we are reminded of the
Galvin family’s commitment to this university, and because of the generosity of the

“We’re here today, one generation later,
because of Bob Galvin. My dad would be
excited to be here to help us celebrate and
support these wonderful students.”
As a 1936 graduate of IIT, Bob Schmidt
has seen the campus change in many ways
over the years, but his support has never
waivered. With his wife, Violet, Bob has
stayed involved and made great contributions to IIT. Their gift to the library was one
more way that the Schmidts have helped
secure the future of the institution they’ve
loved for many years.

A symbol of scholastic rigor and educational integrity, Paul V. Galvin
Library resides at the very heart of academia at IIT. This fall, friends
and donors gathered to celebrate the library at the dedication and
ribbon-cutting ceremony of the group study suite funded by Violet and
Robert (ME ’36) Schmidt and the Cherry family.
year,” says Christopher
Stewart, dean of libraries. He adds that it is
common for upwards of
1,000 students per day
(roughly the equivalent of 40 percent of
the undergraduate
student population)
to make use of Galvin Library during
busy times of the
semester.
IIT has
committed to

Cherry and Schmidt families, we’re able to
continue to transform the library with this
new state-of-the-art learning space for IIT
students,” says Stewart, speaking of the
group study suite.
Like Galvin, the Cherrys found inspiration to support IIT through family connections. At the dedication, Walter Cherry’s
son, Peter, and his wife, Crissy, attended
on behalf of the late Walter Cherry. Peter
spoke of his father’s connection to IIT: “My
dad, Walter Cherry, was an IIT trustee and
knew Bob Galvin well, and had a tremendous amount of respect for him. That sentiment has always stuck with me,” he said.

In the current academic community,
scholarship and research are paramount
to success. Through advocacy, generosity,
and philanthropic support, IIT is fostering a
continued commitment and deep appreciation of the library’s role in the future of
the university.
“In Galvin Library’s group study suite,
the Cherry and Schmidt rooms are already
in almost constant use by students, faculty,
and staff,” Stewart says. “These spaces
epitomize the team-based collaborative
learning that has become a benchmark of
an IIT education.”

From left to right: Crissy Cherry, Peter Cherry, Robert Schmidt, Robert Galvin, and IIT president John Anderson
toast to the new group study suite at a ribbon-cutting ceremony in Paul V. Galvin Library.
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For the
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IIT President John Anderson

of the Library

The Heart of Main Campus
Inspires Support from
Families and Friends

E

very generation experiences
an economic hardship at
one point or another, but
it can’t be easy to be an
incoming college student during
a steep economic decline. As
the crisis in the credit and stock
markets continues to affect the
stability of the economy, higher
education faces new challenges.
Strained endowments have limited
financial aid at universities around
the country, and many parents are
not in the position to make up the
difference. In times like these, it
comes as no surprise that many
hardworking students are forced
to transfer to more inexpensive
institutions, drop courses, or delay
enrollment altogether. Yet, through
all the uncertainties of the last year,
IIT’s thriving community of donors
has stepped forward to make sure
IIT students receive the support
they need.

of IIT
Donors

Effie and Tim Stojka, seated
in the Pritzker Galvin Grove on
IIT’s Main Campus, are two
of many donors who stepped
forward to provide support for
students this year.

Efthimios “Tim” and Efstathia “Effie”
Stojka are among those who have come
forward to make a commitment. Passionate about science and technology, the
Stojkas saw immediate reason to become

involved in the university’s cause and
quickly stepped in to help by beginning
the process of naming a scholarship for IIT
students. “Effie and I believe that science
and technology are the keys to
our country’s growth, and we want to
support students who need help in acquiring that knowledge.”
In addition to the fast financial support,
Tim, who serves as CEO of Fast Heat, Inc.,
also gives his time to keep IIT connected
to the community. One way he has done
so recently is by working with a group of
IIT trustees to bring the Young Presidents’ Organization (YPO) to campus. An
international nonprofit network comprised
of company presidents from around the
world, YPO prides itself on its commitment
to diversity and education. Displaying the
optimism of many IIT donors through tough
times, Tim is confident the YPO network
will create visibility and prosperity for the
university. “IIT wants to continue educating
more qualified engineers and scientists.
The more students we can educate, the
more it will help IIT, other YPO members
like myself, and the world,” he said.
IIT is also fortunate to have long-standing support from many corporations and
foundations who maintain their investment
in students regardless of the economic
downturn that they, too, are experiencing.
For the McCormick Foundation, philanthropy has always been about believing
a better life is possible, regardless of the
challenges at hand. Fifty years ago, the
McCormick Foundation supported IIT with

a gift focused on enhancing student life,
and each gift the foundation has made to
IIT over the years embodies an unwavering
commitment to preparing, enabling, and
inspiring citizens to become more active
and engaged in the community.
By funding Collens Scholarships at IIT,
the McCormick Foundation has provided
support to students who are graduates of
Chicago Public Schools and come from lowincome families who may not be able to
afford the tuition at IIT, even in the brightest of economic times. Acknowledging
that student need increases in this difficult
economic climate, the McCormick Foundation’s quick response has illuminated the
impact the foundation continues to have on
not just the university, but also the city of
Chicago and beyond.
The Exelon Corporation has also
kept struggling students in mind with a
generous grant to permanently endow the
Exelon Summer Institute at IIT. Having just
concluded its second year, the monthlong program coaches incoming first-year
students on excelling in math, chemistry,
and physics and teaches time management
and communication skills. Students also
participate in workshops and activities
that allow them to explore their intended
academic majors. Many IIT students work
part-time or full-time jobs to help pay for
tuition and need an extra boost with their
study and time-management skills.
With more than 300 employees and
retirees who are IIT alumni, Exelon values
its partnership with the university and

shares its mission focus on math and science education. Along with their commitment to programs that encourage diversity
in the math and science fields, Exelon
also supports programs that help prepare
tomorrow’s science and technology leaders
to take their first steps in higher education.
If there is any silver lining to this challenging moment in history, it is this: as the
world continues to wait for an economic
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Community of IIT Donors Help Students Weather the Economic Storm

“Effie and I believe that science and
technology are the keys to our country’s
growth, and we want to support students
who need help in acquiring that knowledge.”
– Tim Stojka
turnaround, IIT’s community of donors continue to build a better university, ensuring
a bright future for many generations of IIT
students to come.

